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Report from Incoming ONZA President . . .
Robyn McQueen
Until recently, Robyn taught classroom music at Owairaka District School in
Auckland where she nurtured the growth of a school-wide music programme since 2006.
Now she has a portfolio of responsibilities in teaching and teacher development.
Robyn will be president of Orff New Zealand Aotearoa between 2017 and 2019.
Doing my first Orff ‘levels’ course in 2008 gave a real boost to the work I was doing in the classroom at
Owairaka and at the same time I had my first heart-warming experience of the people who make up the
ONZA community.
Music teachers in primary schools are a ‘special’ bunch. Despite our best efforts to stay in the swim of
school-wide practice, we are often alone in terms of what we present and how we present it. Somewhere
along the line, I came to see ONZA as my ‘parallel staffroom’; a place (often digital) where I could talk
about my work and be understood; where I could learn repertoire, and develop my teaching approach;
where I could, after a while, contribute and support others.
I have learnt that to be involved in arts education is, by default, to be called to advocacy. In the current
climate where the Arts are de-emphasised in public education, it falls to volunteer groups such as ONZA
to preserve, promote and pass on approaches to teaching music in schools that are sound and workable.
Everything we do is an act of advocacy.
So, I encourage members, patrons, supporters and casual readers to make sure your membership is up to
date, sign up for a course or workshop, or make an informal approach to support or learn from another
member. And when the opportunity presents itself, speak up in your neck of the woods about the
importance of music and the arts, and the value of those who teach them.
manaaki ki a koutou katoa
Robyn’s contact email
address is
onza.robyn@gmail.com
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Letter from Outgoing President
Shirley Harvey
Dear ONZA members
I have almost completed my two years as President of ONZA. By the time you receive
this, our AGM will have heralded in our new President and friend, Robyn McQueen,
whom I wish all the best.
Working for ONZA has been and I’m sure will continue to be, both an immense
pleasure and a frustrating exercise. The people I work with on the ONZA committee
and at workshops and courses are warm, amazingly hard working, enthusiastic teachers, passionate about
music and movement and the role they can play in enhancing the quality of our lives and particularly those of
all the children whose lives we influence. At the same time, preservice primary and early childhood teacher
education in music is at a very low ebb, as is in-service support which was once provided by Advisers and
Team Solutions staff. Teacher trainees are being offered sometimes 4-5 hours in total of training to teach music
in primary schools. Is it any wonder that they simply don’t do it? These are certainly times that depend on
organisations like ONZA and MENZA and others to support teachers in their teaching of music and dance.
I was interested to read recently an article on what has been happening in the past 5 years in Chicago where
there has been an immense push for more involvement of elementary school children in the arts. This has been
as a result of national research showing that in schools with rich arts programmes, students have increased
attendance and graduation rates, lower discipline rates, and higher test scores, and teachers report higher job
satisfaction. The mayor has championed the arts in schools, calling them “as critical as math and sciences to a
21st century education,” and “a core component of the school day.” http://www.ingenuity-inc.org/2015-16state-of-the-arts-progress-report Would that those making decisions about NZ teacher education programmes
and in-service support, thought the same way. Even those enlightened principals and centre managers who
want to employ skilled music teachers may soon find none to employ!
So the future of music teaching in New Zealand is at a critical stage. Until those in power realise the need for
change, it is imperative that curriculum organisations like ONZA and MENZA are supported by schools to
continue to help fill the enormous gap. We need your commitment to attending or encouraging others to
attend workshops and courses and we need your subscriptions.
Sincere thanks to Renee Morin who has been our newsletter editor for several years and has decided to hand
over the task to Christoph Maubach, now a NZ taonga but originally from Germany and more recently from
Melbourne. We look forward to many future issues which will be edited by Christoph and expertly presented
by our Administrator, Marieke Spruijt.
All the very best for 2017. I look forward to continuing my work for ONZA and to being alongside you at a
future workshop!
Shirley Harvey,
Past President as from 22.3.17
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Music Matters for Young Children –
Workshops in Dunedin, Invercargill and Nelson
Celia Stewart
In 2016 I was very privileged to run some professional development for Early Childhood and Primary
teachers in three South Island centres, Invercargill, Dunedin and Nelson.
It’s always wonderful to have the opportunity to meet teachers in different centres, share ideas and issues and just have some
fun.
My passion for the Orff Schulwerk approach ensures my workshops have a strong focus on simple processes, clear scaffolding,
playful experiences and practical music making. The elements of music are experienced through listening, singing, playing,
moving and creating activities.
I began each of the workshops with a power-point that I use as an introduction where I
emphasise that the most important thing children learn in a music session is music emphasising that we shouldn’t always have to justify the inclusion of quality music
experiences in our programmes by the learning that occurs in other curriculum areas.
However, in planning experiences for our children we should take into account the ways
music can impact on their development in other areas. I use the anagram, Music is SPECIAL
and discuss the role music plays in their Social, Physical, Emotional, Cultural, Intellectual,
Aesthetic and Language learning. So that’s my soap box rant-then the fun stuff starts!

Social
Physical
Emotional
Cultural
Intellectual
Aesthetic
Language Learning

In Dunedin I had the pleasure of working at St Clair School where the wonderful Ali
Caldwell is in charge of music. Ali has ensured her school is really well resourced and has a wonderful range of resources and
instruments. Attendees at the Dunedin workshop were an enthusiastic and welcoming group of primary and early childhood
teachers.

In Invercargill MENZA colleague and friend Sally Bodkin-Allen, who had organised the workshop had invited local primary
teachers and nanny students. It was a wonderful group of participants who participated with great enthusiasm despite the
fact that I think it must have been 10 degrees below zero!
(It was quite an exciting weekend for me. My husband and I collected our two new Springer spaniel puppies from Dunedin
which he then drove home to Christchurch while I battled a storm and drove through the snow from Dunedin to Invercargill!)

In Nelson I was on tour with the Christchurch Youth Orchestra and was pleased to meet up with a small group of Nelson
primary teachers at Waimea College for a great afternoon of sharing – it is always a privilege to work with motivated and
passionate teachers.
After the power-point we played a singing game – John Kanananaka is one the children in my classes love. Here’s a You-tube
clip which is almost the same as the way I teach it!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vuwrk4bTxr8

We then considered what music experiences we should be providing for young children:

Welcome
Songs

Movement – promoting gross and fine
motor skill development, perceptual
motor skills, knowledge of body parts,
exploring time, space, energy, levels

Creative experiences –
inventing pitch and
rhythmic patterns, making
up actions to songs,
creative movement,
sound effects to stories
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Instrument Play songs that support
recognition of instruments
and explore the elements
of music, stop go activities,
develop motor skills
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Equipment –
parachute,
rainbow ring,
bean bags,
hoops, chime
bars, ribbons,
scarves

Singing – warming
up, use of head
voice, exploring
pitch, developing intune singing,
building repertoire,
simple solfege (some-la)

We worked our way through each of the topics
looking at the kinds of activities that could be
provided for the children to ensure maximum
engagement and learning in a playful context.
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Here are just a few examples of the activities we covered in the workshops:
 Welcome song: a simple pentatonic waiata easily learned and can be sung effectively in canon by older children

 Instrument play (untuned percussion) - activities that encourage a firm recognition of the beat, explore the elements,
foster recognition of the instrument sounds, explore different ways of playing the instruments and facilitate
improvisation opportunities.
e.g. Instrument Circle-place instruments into their four categories, (skin, metal, wood, shaker), one group in each corner. Put
on some music with a strong four beat marching tempo. Each group plays for 8 beats one after the other. When that is well
established, change to four beats, then two, then one which always descends into laughter and chaos!
 Movement: Body parts dance – each participant has a hoop on the floor in front of him/her – play some great dancing
music (my children love Austin Powers!) and they dance until the music stops. When the music stops, the leader calls
out a part of the body which the participants have to put in the hoop-I always start with easy ones like foot, hand,
knees and progress to heels, elbows, ear, nose etc!)
 Singing- always begin with simple warm-ups – follow the shape of the finger, door-bells (imitating a range of doorbell
sounds at different pitches), following shapes on graphic notation cards, echoing voice sounds.
I always make time in a session for favourite songs and so, in the workshops I shared a ritual where I sing an alphabet song in
between singing a few of the children’s favourites-nursery rhymes, action songs, traditional songs.
I also look for songs that encourage voice exploration e.g. Animals Live in the Forest

“Hug”, said the brown bear, “hug, hug, hug” (in low voices)
Animals live in the forest, animals live in the zoo
I met a mouse in the shopping mall
And here’s what she taught me to do
“Squeak,” said the little mouse, “squeak, squeak, squeak”
(in high voices)
“Hug”, said the brown bear, “hug, hug, hug”
. . . . Cat: Meow / Lion: Grrrr / Snake: Hiss . . . . etc
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I then took the workshop participants through a process with a theme which integrated many of the concepts covered –
I chose snails for these workshops. This just gives examples of the types of activities you could do – each teacher will,
of course, adapt the process for the students they teach.
For the children I have a surprise box which introduces the theme with a wind-up toy, puppet, a toy or prop of some
description.









Pat the beat on knees
Learn through echo
Clap the rhythm
Half the group do the rhythm, half do the beat
Audiation, say second half of each line inside your head.
Add a simple ostinato (repeated pattern)
Transfer ostinati to body percussion
Transfer ostinato to untuned percussion

Poem
I’m a little snail, I’m crawling on the ground
I’ve got no legs, so I can’t walk around
And when I’m in a hurry and
there’s some place I must go
I’ll get there when I get there,
even though I’m very slow

Story-‘The Snail and the Whale’ . . . add sound effects / play with the words . . .
Fingerplay (exploring tempo)

Song

Slowly slowly very slowly creeps the garden snail
Slowly slowly very slowly up the garden rail

Snail snail snail snail
goes around and round
and round
So mi so mi
so - so la - la
so-so
mi

Quickly quickly very quickly runs the little mouse
Quickly quickly very quickly round and round the house

Form a line all holding hands and leader moves group into a spiral while you all sing the song. Leader leads group out of the
spiral by turning back and following the end person (hard to explain – you have to practise!!).
The use of equipment such as parachutes, rainbow rings, bean bags, hoops, ribbons etc or the playing of tuned percussion
wasn’t included in this workshop – that’s for next time!!

Any questions you would like to ask me feel free to email on celia@xtra.co.nz

Check out the 5 videos tracing the history and the impact of ORFF in New
Zealand . . . go to http://orffnz.org/ and scroll down the home page.
Many thanks to Davian Lorson for his empathetic understanding of the
ORFF Approach & his excellent camera work.
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ONZA Workshops & Courses 2017
What’s Happening around the country
Upcoming
ONZA Courses & Workshops
Check out the ONZA website for details
http://orffnz.org/category/workshops
April

Level 1, Wellington
Level 1, Waikato
Level 2, Waikato
‘Sing & Strum with Caro I’ - Auckland

May

Wellington Workshop Series

July

‘Sing, Dance, Play’: a Taste of Orff –
Dunedin

August ‘Sing, Dance, Play: a Taste of Orff –
Christchurch
‘Forest & Whenua’: Music of Aotearoa
Primary Teachers Workshop, Auckland
‘Sing & Strum with Caro II’ – Auckland
September
Marimba Festival – Auckland
‘Cultural Riches’: ECE Teaching
Workshop 2 - Auckland
These photo montages show teachers in learning action at the January
Workshop with Mary Helen Solomon & the ‘Music & Dance’ EC workshop in April.

Forest & Whenua:
Music of Aotearoa
Whakataukī – Maori Proverb:
Kua hōhonu kī te whenua ngā pakiaka
o te rākau e kore e taea te huhuti
‘The roots of the tree are deep in the

ground and cannot be pulled out’
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Jeremy Hantler
Preparations for the 2017 ONZA Marimba Festival: Songs from the Forest are well underway. This year the
repertoire includes 10 tunes inspired by our beautiful forest and bird friends.
The festival is a concerted effort from ONZA to share the glory of the ‘Orff Instrumentarium’ or the
Marimba, Xylophone, Recorder, un-tuned percussion, body and voice ensemble. It is also an opportunity to
share the joy many of us have found by attending professional learning workshops developed and delivered
by Orff practitioners locally (ONZA) and internationally. Access to these instruments and with the help of
teachers means that our children are in a prime position to have a strong, meaningful, music education
experiences.
Teachers from over 30 schools sign up for a music pack, and then attend one play-through of the materials
per term to become more familiar with the music. At those play-through events they may also ask any
burning questions, add dance or musical ideas to the final performance, and share stories of working with
their students. These sessions are quite uplifting and by the end of the year our teachers’ ensemble sounds
like a beautiful orchestra and choir in itself. The Term 1 and Term 2 play through sessions are open to any
teachers/musicians interested in learning more about the festival.
Last year we had Ukulele, Recorder, family Marimba, Steel-pan, Koto, and drumming groups joining in
playing a great set of celebration songs. The audience were riveted from start to finish with the variety of
material, and the impressive sound of 350 plus Xylophones at once. This year should be equally exciting
with a more local feel, which will hopefully resonate with our audience composed of parents, families,
teachers, school communities, ONZA patrons and enthusiasts.
Head to http://orffnz.org/supporting-onza if you would like to support the work that we do.
‘In the Mist’ is a composition from Ayesha Hayat-Frost
which will be played at the Festival. (See next page).
The poem by Stella McKenzie-Smith was inspired
by the song, and is usually read aloud before a performance.

If you are interested in becoming involved,
contact these key people:-
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In the Mist

.

Something I can’t see
But I know is there
I’ve seen it many times before
Familiar but different
There’s a new landscape I need to explore.
Creatures scattering
Rain pattering
Something my eyes can’t see
But my heart believes
In the mist
A place where only dreams take place
But maybe when the mist clears
Those dreams may be real.

‘

Sounding Orff
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ORFF Practitioners Share their Resources . . .

.

Some of our colleagues have agreed to provide their thoughts on resources and activities,
which are currently high on their list of favourites.

Jo Charman is the ONZA Librarian.

She offers these insights on the resources
‘From Wibbleton to Wobbleton’ by James Harding & Janet Channon’s Book and Audio
CD ‘I Can Play It’. Jo says:
‘I love the chapter on singing games, particularly for junior/lower middle school.
The game” The Cuckoo and the Eggs” was a total hit with the five-year olds, and the chapter
on songs and canons has a mixture of fun games like ‘You’ve changed’ and lovely songs and
canons like ‘Round the Oak tree’. These are some great Orff activities to start and finish sessions,
or a great way to finish the day.
Kids love food, and food is a great theme to use as a springboard for getting every child
to contribute ideas and experiences. One of my ‘go to’ resources is ‘Marmite and Cheese’
and ‘Fresh Fruit Salad’, two songs from Janet Channon’s book and audio CD ‘I Can Play It’.
Both provide opportunities to develop rhythmic building blocks, improvisation and if you
can play 2 or 3 chords on a guitar or ukulele you can play and stop, start and improvise
when you want.’

Julie Wylie runs music workshops and classes with an early childhood focus. She also maintains a
very colourful website with playing ideas, advice and information. Julie creates her own musical
resources, which are also available from her website.
Julie writes here about her favourite resources ‘Magical Musical Play’, ‘Dancing in a circle’ and ‘Step
Back Sally’.
‘Magical musical play’ (Julie Wylie). This CD draws from the musical world of the child.
Many of the songs have been initiated by children's musical play ideas such as
‘I've Got a Teddy Bear’, ‘I've Got a Hat’, the ‘Balloon Song’, ‘Pirate Song’ and
‘We are Playing Music’. Musicians include children voices, players from the
New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, staff from the Christchurch Jazz School and the
Christchurch Symphony Orchestra. The CD was designed to help children play with
and understand the elements of music.
‘Dancing in a circle’ (Julie Wylie). The CD was developed as a result of teachers, therapists
and parents requesting a music resource with a wide range of interactive, musical circle songs.
These songs and dances come from various parts of the world and can be used with props
such as parachutes, rainbow rings and hoops to develop listening and social skills. The activities
also help with sequencing, directionality and spatial awareness. The songs are quite popular
with the children and are requested every week.
‘Step Back Sally’ (Christoph Maubach). This a favourite music resource of mine. I use it in most of my musical play
classes with children and their families. I use all the tracks regularly for interactive dances with mothers and
babies through to adults in music workshops. The rich variety of music and the beautiful musical arrangements
make it very popular. It is a wonderful music resource for calming and arousing and it is also widely used by
members of Canterbury Musical Parenting Association Inc. in their music classes.”
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Caroline Zeeman teaches ukulele privately and in the community – to beginner and advanced
students. She shares her ideas for ukulele playing with a group of young children:Simple finger picking
Pluck the string of choice with your index finger, then use your middle finger to play again.
So, you are playing the same string (note) but you are alternating the plucking with
your index and middle finger. It looks like your fingers are ‘walking’ on the string.

Picking ostinato
Choose a string and play to the rhythm of the words ‘What’s for dinner?’
Ask the children to each provide the answers with their favourite dinner. The children then play their answer back
on the same string. For instance:
‘Pizza and salad’, or ‘pasta with cheese’, ‘meatballs and potatoes’ or ‘ice cream and pancakes.’
Another topic to sing, talk and play about could be: ‘What’s the weather like?’
The children can play the rhythms of the answers on different percussion instruments, or by using body
percussion.
 ‘Cloudy and overcast’,
 ‘sunny with blue sky’
 ‘showers and wind’
 ‘thunder and lightning storms’
When choosing a string in one of these question and answer games
G string
G chord/Em
it is also fun to accompany the plucked string rhythm pattern (ostinato)
C string
C chord/Am
with the Ukulele strumming the matching chords.
I like using the minor chords when we try and make the song a bit sad,
E string
Em/Am/C
or mysterious, or even spooky.
A string
Am/F
Word substitution
Creating different words to existing songs can be a fun and encouraging way to involve children with singing and
the use of language in different ways. It often helps when we keep things simple; we can start with one chord songs.
In doing so we can create more space for creative processes and involvement by everybody. And that will make it
into a fun, playful and interactive experience.
Some one-chord songs:






Frère Jacques
Kookaburrah
Row, row, row your boat
Tinker, tailor
Rain, rain, go away

You may choose one of the songs above and change the words into the topic of the day.
‘Rain, rain, go away’
Can we change the words to suit another topic and use the same melody?
Let’s say we change it to New Zealand birds.





Sounding Orff

Add found sounds (body percussion, sounds available in the room).
Find actions to go with the words.
What do we wear, bring, need, feel?
Play along on tuned percussion in the pentatonic scale.
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Letter from the Editor
My sincere thanks go to all contributors of this newsletter. When practitioners share their music
education experiences, their reflections, ideas and activities we all benefit greatly.
Very soon, from Easter Tuesday onwards quite a few teachers will attend the Orff Level One and Orff
Level Two Certification Courses in Hamilton and Level 1 in Wellington. I find it very encouraging that
throughout the year and up and down Aotearoa, teachers from all areas, early childhood, primary,
secondary, community and adult education make themselves available to participate and learn in music
education professional developments. World systems of music education such as Orff-Schulwerk
Approach, Dalcroze Eurhythmics and Kodály method influence modern music education. Such ways of
teaching are visceral and begin with the acknowledgement that feeling and thinking are equally
important in learning.
These music education systems fit our communities to a tee. The musical media may be different now:
guitar, ukulele, digitally generated sounds and different kinds of vocal productions enter the playing
field and add to more traditional classroom sound sources. However, the basic tenets of those proven
music education systems are lasting: adults and children alike learn through creative music making,
through what is natural and instinctive in us all, playful and focussed musical engagement. The fact that
many teachers get involved with music PD serves as yet another indication how dedicated and
proficient our colleagues are. They do not only give their all in and around classrooms and schools, they
think about advancing their educational practice all the time.
Sounding Orff provides to us what educator colleagues have tried out and are working with in the day to
day praxis of music lesson creation. Jump off points for creative music and movement lessons can come
from all sorts of inspirations, songs, stories, art works and poetry. Whakataukī (proverbs) are very
significant in Māori culture. They can form starting points for musical improvisation, composition and
sound arts performance. Proverbs form also part of Pakeha culture and express a common experience
and truth. In this newsletter we find a whakataukī about the roots of the tree.
Have a very joyful and happy Easter vacation and a wonderful autumn.

Christoph Maubach
Christoph Maubach,
Editor ‘Sounding Orff’
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